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Well, most of you know that my Dad is fighting lung cancer right now. He has done well with his
first round of chemo with the only side effect being him losing his hair. He starts round 2
tomorrow along with a solid three week round of radiation treatments tomorrow as well. I
shaved his head for him last night as he has very little hair left. I then shaved my head while he
Was in the show to show him a little support. I pretty much look like a cantaloupe with a face!
Well here it is Be good WHX Great to be a Grandpa. Soon there will be one more weighing me
down. The Snow Stacker. Finally , a plowable snow that got me some seat time. We got five
inches Monday night that took me 3 hours to clean up the 5 driveways, stone road, and trails to
the wood pile and the back woods. Then another 8inches fell Tuesday night that took another 4
hours to clean up today. It is drifting badly now, so there will be seat time tomorrow. The had to
plow his way out of his basement stall. All uphill. This is a testament to the traction of the
rubber chains. This is on a grass surface and the 12 horse Kohler actually bogged down to the
point of stall before the wheels lost traction. Check out this motor bike! What have you done to
your Wheel Horse today? Not really tractor related but figured you guys might dig it. Here's a

nice little goodie! A friend came by last Saturday and said that he found something that belongs
to one of the tractors that I bought from him a couple years ago.! Refreshing My I enjoy
restoring one of my tractors each winter. Last winter I took on a resto for a friend instead of
doing one of mine. This winter I chose to give my the royal treatment. I have owned this tractor
for a couple of years so I have made a few repairs to it already. One of the first thing that I fixed
was the incorrect, chopped up belt guard. I made a new one to replace the one that came with
the tractor when I bought it. One other part that I remade was the fender brace. The one that was
on the tractor looked like it was made by Dr. I made a new one to factory specs. One other thing
that was out of place was the ignition coil, a PO had it mounted on top of the engine. The hood
would not fit properly this way so they had some crazy mount rigged up to raise the front of the
hood to make clearance. The mounting bracket for the coil was missing so I made a new one so
that the coil could be mounted in the correct place. Along with the above repairs I also managed
to get the engine singing like a song and made sure the transmission was right and leak free.
Today was "go time" for starting on the rest of the tractor. Well it was "restored" when I got it
but the craftsmanship was not up to my expectations. So it was time to make this tractor mine.
This is what my looked like this morning. Three hours later it looked like this. Every surface of
the rear dash tower mount was painted, so I know that the PO never tried to repair the issue. I
wanted to make sure that the part was welded back in place before I disassembled the rest of
the tractor. The hole in the frame for the front hood bolt was waaay too big. I think that it was
drilled bigger so that the hood could be raised to accommodate having the coil mounted in the
wrong place. A little time with the welder, grinder and a drill returned the hole to a more
appropriate size. Some where along the line the bar for the foot rest must have broken loose
from the frame. It was welded back on but far from the correct position. After painstakingly
grinding the welds back I was able to return it to it's correct position. And now for my "What
were you thinking" PO awards. Honorable mention goes to - Instead of replacing the bushings
in the rim, it is a better idea to jamb a tube over to spindle and slide the rim over this tube with
no bushings. BTW, this tube is now brown welded to the spindle. The Grand Prize goes to this.
It is comprised of a chunk of wood tucked behind the idle pulley and the "custom" chunk of
metal in front of the pulley. For the life of me, I can not figure out what purpose they would have
served. Lots of clean up work to do before I start sand blasting and finish body work. I will post
more pics as I go along. Go Green. No, not a green tractor. Cleaning out some old college
drawers I found this. The NEW green calculator It does require an operator with two hands and a
brain. TP 21 Special. Thought I would show you a tap wrench I made this weekend. Seat time in
the snow. Mason is having fun testing out the plow. We need to get some wheel weights.
Tractor for sale C- This a tractor that my brother, Adam, owned, who was a long time member of
this club. He has passed away from cancer, and he asked me to look after his tractor that he
spent months on taking apart, reconditioning and re-painting, and rebuilding. It's like a freshly
uncrated machine. Due to my circumstances, I won't be able to store the tractor where it
resides, anymore. It's been covered, battery is on a maintainer, and the fuel is stabilized. I,
unfortunately, don't know nearly as much about Wheel Horse tractors, as Adam did, but will try
to answer all questions Thank you for your time. Another Snow Stacker. I bought this roller a
few weeks ago to get the 42"sd deck. I needed a deck to replace one I had been patching for
years for an old friend. The PO had replaced the engine at some point and never got it running. I
removed all the wiring and jumped 12v to the coil and and then to the starter and it fired right up
and sounded good. My son had seen some of the snow my and were able to move and indicated
he wanted to replace his green tractor's blower with a plow. I told him I don't buy green, but I
would give him a snow stacker. I had a spare long frame 48" blade So the -8 roller became his
snow stacker. Had 30vac from the flywheel, so added a charging system. Choke and throttle
cables. Added reinforcement plate to the steering shaft bearing. Installed a set of chains, but
still need to fill the tires. Snow - not just for pushing or blowing. The woods were magical today.
The chocolate boys broke trail the whole way. One of them dropped into 2nd position for less
than a minute but couldn't stand it and had to get out and explore. About 45 minutes and no
other people or tracks. With an epic fail a few years ago, I'm ready to give this concept another
try. This build promises to give me a ride on the wild side just like my wheel standing WH. This
one will be half Wheel Horse, with components from Cub Ross steering, Case spindles and half
go kart. This is not going to be a tractor in any sense of the word. Once I discovered wheel
barrow go karts It didn't take me very long to find a wheelbarrow and it was game on. With
plently of parts on hand, all I needed was a noble reason to get Donna behind this project. And
that is I will build a roller for the grand kids to drive as I pull them. When the time is right I will
add the engine. My first photo is just a teaser, a full mock up photo is forthcoming. It's my thing.
A little seat time plowing. Well now ya boys ha' dunnit. My debut as an Editor:. Maple Syrup
Time. My nephew finished his sugar shack and had his first boil this morning. Terry knocked it

outta the park once again! Custom 3d printed badges, ornaments etc. I recently began
pondering what all i could 3d print to dress up a horse. I'm pretty good with deaign sofware and
came up with a couple small items to start, and figured i can easily print things like headlight
covers, hood ornaments, and badges of all sorts. Then I wondered if maybe rather than a decal
if i 3d printed an embossed plate or sorts with the appropriate graphics in 3d. These could be
enamel painted, or printed in a silver that would give a brushed nickel type of finish. Here's a
couple photos of what ive created thus far in some gray test material. Please let me know what
ya think. As cheap as snowplows are these days, I figured my extra one would be an
economical base to build upon. The gold is just some cheap paint to highlight the dry cement
and dents. When I first saw the Wheel Horse the farm tractor look hooked me, just had to have
it. A couple years ago I built a narrow front end for one of the s which I think brought it even
closer to the appearance of the tractors I grew up with. I just finished a project that enhances
the farm tractor look of the other end, a three-point hitch. Much like the narrow front project my
goal was to make the three-point unit a bolt-on unit that could be added to the rear of the
without any modification to the tractor. Lowell at Wheel Horse Parts and More made the hoses
and everything else came from my scrap metal stash. I glued-up a cardboard mockup of the
space available and transferred the information onto a piece of MDF then made a wooden test
sample of the lift system. Component size and placement was determined by drawing them out
on the MDF The unit was fabricated on a spare transaxle saving me from having to crawl around
on the floor. At my age that is a no-no. There was too much interference on the left side brake
drum side. The right side had only one problem, the six-inch input pulley on the transmission
was too big so it was replaced with a four-inch unit. That will make it a bit faster and diminish
the pulling power but this is a show cruiser so no harm done there. As the unit was being built, I
was able to transfer it onto the to ensure that clearance was as expected and modifications
could be made. The arm that fastens the hydraulic cylinder is bolted to the transmission. Got
the oil temp gauge installed, gas tank sealed and back in place, took Hoss on a little trail ride
and snapped a few pics. So close to 'done' I can taste it. Gonna be needing a 5" engine pulley
and clutch disc if anyone has those kicking around. Anyone need a dip stick. Not sure if Mrs.
They are great neighbors and elderly and he used to plow the whole road with his John Deere B.
With my truck broken, that was my best bet. Gotta love neighbors! Went out to plow the results
of Winter Storm Orlena. We got between " over night. I'm in the shower before I go out. My wife
looks out the window and a woman is walking her Husky and they stop at my driveway in front
of the garage. The dog is in the driveway up to it's fanny in snow. I come out of the shower and
my wife tells me about the woman and her dog. I hike thru the snow and go over to where the
dog was. I did scoop it up so it wouldn't go thru the blower! More snow duty. Just got in from
plowing last nights snow , about 6 or 8 in. We live in snow country, 4 ski slopes within 30 or so
miles. Born and raised here so used too it. Here are some picks of the old girl still going strong,
not bad for 42 years of mowing and snow plow duty. Well enjoy your snow fun and always be
careful! Snow Chuckin With Duke. Seat Cover they used to be Red on White fade to Pink! Had to
adjust the brake shoe on the PTO Pulley, drag on the starter! Wood Burning. Picked up some 97
cent plaques from WalMart to start back out on until I got the feel of things again. Once I did a
few of those I moved on to some bigger and better pieces. Here are those first ones. Twenty
Minute snow removal tonight! We got three to four inches of wet snow tonight! Still enjoy how
well this setup works! It does the job!! Different track setup. I can't remember seeing tracks
extended to the rear AND towards the front but not including the front. Big Foot tracks. I packed
the big shoes and some critter feed on the and plowed my way to the woods. Hiked the rest of
the way. The new 6" snow with a coating of ice and 2 more inches of snow made a great surface
to use the big shoes. Never broke thru the ice crust. Filled some some bird feeders. Headed
home. Major overhaul of K Engine back home from the machine shop. Quantity or quality. Like
many here I never envisioned the number I have. I checked out 2 and they run well. If it ever
stops raining I will get to the 3rd I try to control rust so the girls see paint but to me they are
tools. I would rather fix them than send then to the scrapyard. Side shot Saturday My latest
addition with a couple of before and after pics. Built in shelves. Along with the new pex and
water heater pullstart Aren't you proud of me? I have closed in a door in the kitchen and built
shelves in the doorway for some built in storage. My house a century old and therefore nothing
is square or plumb, so you just have to make it close as you can! I put beadboard on the kitchen
side of the doorway right over the trim so that left room for 8" shelves on the other side. I am
going to put a short bakers rack on the kitchen side and build matching cabinets above. I have
painted the beadboard inside and out and just have to caulk the shelves and paint them. Tractor
Ride Wednesday Rylee edition. That stupid thing called 'responsibility' has gotten in the way
lately, but I'm still lurking here fellas. Did some cold weather camping with a few buddies, and
the new 'B-1 bomber' dragged logs for the fire all weekend. Considering just getting my team

back after the 'rona ripped through the shop, this was probably not the best time to camp in 20
degree weather and come home with the 'crud' Still, a good time was had, and in true camping
form, we ate like kings and drank like Vikings. What do you put on your tractor to protect the
paint and prevent rust? I am guessing a roof is the best thing. After that what others have said.
Project "Snow Drift". The benefit of having one too many horses. So a couple of days ago while
plowing with my Electro on the street I broke the spindle in my front wheel. Now I am stuck with
no steering and the ability to drive tractor to shop. So after a bit of shoveling I was able to clear
front wheel and remove all assembly with wheel. Then it was a simply transfer of the whole
thing in one piece to the electro. I guess that the old black hood just became the resident donor
tractor. I am glad now I never got rid of it. Our crazy little "Mutt" today. Came home with a new
floor lamp and while I was assembling it, our crazy Jack-Chi decided it wasn't safe The last
video should just make all your days. Just got in from removing 6 plus in. Mine is a WH C with
front plow bought new the year my daughter was born , estimated hours on this machine are at
least and all original. In 42 years only replaced drive belt, regulator, points condenser once and
of course spark plug and plenty of oil and grease. I once replaced the bushing in the carb,
throttle shaft too. I believe regular maintenance, is the biggest factor. Just remembered one
other thing that has lasted, wife of 46 years, a lot more maintenance tied up in her but worth it.
Picture is me and my daughter several years ago both still going. Th
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ey say that beauty is in the eye of the beholder! Is this true? Or maybe it's just the detail that
counts! Tecky Tool. Dozer idea. But something is odd That is for easy maintenance. That dozer
probably wouldn't win a race or the Darwin Award, many of the contenders below weren't even
in the running for the top spot. My other Red tractor. The other day there was a post about
having 2 tractors of the same year and model. I didn't think it was the place for my Massseys,
even though they are red. I thought I could get by with putting them here. I guess I really should
have started a new topic. Maybe a mod can move this. Got the wheels finished up and tires
re-installed for my ; this is much more in line with what this tractor deserves. Original tires in
near perfect condition, beautiful original lug nuts that were hiding under a horrible paint job.
More to follow Brake job for me, RJ work for her. Newsletter Want to keep up to date with all our
latest news and information? Sign In Sign Up.

